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High jinx on the high seas! Buy three volumes of One Piece for the price of two!High jinx on the high

seas! Buy three volumes of One Piece for the price of two! R to L (Japanese Style). Follow the

beginning of Luffyâ€™s search for the greatest treasure in the worldâ€¦ one guy alone in a rowboat,

in search of the legendary "One Piece.â€• Three volumes of One Piece for the price of two!Â 

(Contains volumes 10,11,12). As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming the King of the

Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch like rubberâ€¦at the

cost of never being able to swim again! Now Luffy, with the help of a motley collection of pirate

wannabes, is setting off in search of the "One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in the world...
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One Piece: East Blue 10-11-12*WARNING:Two things. One, I have not read the first 6 volumes of

the manga though I have seen the anime through the corresponding stories. As I get the first two

volumes, I will add them. Two, I know these are three separate volumes and I would usually break

them up into their corresponding separate books. However, as this is the only way I've read them; I

will treat them as the ones I'm use to.*The Gush*Volume 10-part of 11 concludes the Truth about

Nami story while the rest of 11 and 12 follows our heroes to 'Rogue Town' (or Logue Town if you

watch the Anime) and onto the GRAND LINE!Much of what I stated for the 3-in-1 volume before

applies to this volume as well. The writing and the drawings are phenomenal and the characters

engaging and very human. There are plenty of battle scenes for those who want to see action, there



are new places to be explored, old enemies return to have their revenge, new nemeses come into

play, and new questions that have no answer in sight are laid out in front of you. A wonderful but

frustrating set of volumes as the questions continue to pile up and the Grand Line seems to be the

place to find them. However long that will take.I rated this a bit higher then the other because the

sections of the stories within this volume have some of the best flow, explanations, new characters,

and plot development I've seen so far.What little of the Grand Line we see in this just makes me

more excited to see this wonderful but scary place that has been built up as we traveled the East

Blue.*The Rant*My rant from the previous review holds true here.
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